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Our mirror neurons made us suffer in these last weeks. The few but eloquent
images coming from the Libyan slaughter hurt us and provoked deep emotions
and pain, these feelings were followed by anger at hearing comments of some of
our fellow countrymen fearing an invasion of desperate people…to be welcome
with guns! In front of children, women and young people being slaughtered in the
streets and even in their own houses, such a display of evil makes one wonder:
where are the mirror neurons of those Italians? Do they have them too? Or those
people’s brains are different? Obviously they have mirror neurons too but the
mirror got obscured because of the soot coming up from their stomach. In these
cases it is the second brain that talks: the belly with its elementary emotions
oriented to the friend-enemy logic. It is this second brain that takes control over
the mind.
And Gadhafi? The scientists investigating the psyche have often analized the
figures of dictators. Famous are the analyses made by Jung on Hitler and
Mussolini1or Freud’s works on mass psychology and the cult of the leader2.
These studies explain the character of the leader and highlight the strong tie
binding the leader with the masses. It would be although an oversimplication to
see only Gadhafi’s tribal traits, As I am writing the dictator is not only using his
entire military apparatus in the attempt to suppress in blood the current rebellion
of the people, he is also using a very modern communication strategy. Gadhafi
and his son are denying everything. They say that in Libya everything is normal,
the riot is just some drug addict young people armed by the Western countries
and Al Qaeda. The dictator does not have any personal interest and the
Gadhafis, as the son declares, are a modest family who do not own any richness
hoarded abroad.
What is the logic behind these enormous lies?
Almost sixty years ago, Solomon Asch, an American psychologist of Polish
origin, published the results of his experiments about the formation of
judgements and how they change according to social circumstances3. Asch
wanted to investigate why and under which conditions the individuals yield to the
group and make affirmations which are contrary to what they think. The groups
set by Asch were composed by one or more experimental subjetcs and by a
group of so-called “confederates” namely people who knew the real aim of the
experiment. The experiment consisted in a simple discriminative task: tracing the
standard length of a line in a group of other close lines. It was a very easy task
which was hardly questionable. The first times the whole group answered
correctly then, at a certain point, the “confederates” started to give clearly wrong

answers. Conclusion: after a certain number of similar situations, only a very
small minority (20%) had maintained their own opinion. 80% of the participants
had conformed to a clearly wrong judgement at least once. There was a 33%
who had regularly aligned with the wrong answers. There were the ones who
kept the point saying that it was exactly what they were thinking. The majority
declared that they adapted to the clearly wrong answers because it was easier to
adjust or because they wanted to be like the others. Hence opportunism and
conformity are feelings and behaviours that are well rooted in the human psyche.
All the powerful persons know it and when they find themselves in difficulties,
they try to appeal to them.
In a democratic political and social context which is therefore not comparable to
the Libyan situation, also Berlusconi is using the strategy of denying the
evidence.
Ruby is an underage prostitute whose disclosures can hurt the premier? Not at
all. She is Mubarak’s niece! Wagons of accomodating pleasing young women?
Those are the premier’s fans! Bunga bunga? A joke! Rivers of bank transfers and
hush money in big banknotes to the above mentioned women? Charity! Wild
parites? Just healthy relaxing after dinner events!
An experiment of social psychology in great style. It is this a very exciting
situation providing a richness of material for the psyche scientists. A little bit less
exciting for our country.
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